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Envision Networks® Imaging Chop Shop Welcomes KHOM-FM
Springfield, MO’s 100.9 The Train Adds Turnkey Voice & Imaging Service
(APRIL 2014) – Envision Networks® is proud to announce Diamond Media, LLC’s KHOMFM/Springfield, MO as the newest affiliate of Imaging Chop Shop, the turnkey voice and imaging
service. With 100.9 The Train now utilizing Imaging Chop Shop, the station joins over 700 affiliates
on the Envision Services Network.
“The people at Imaging Chop Shop are awesome and so easy to work with,” said Sean Austin,
Program Director at KHOM-FM. “They have saved us hours of production time on our imaging here
at 100.9 The Train.”
Imaging Chop Shop is the only voice and production resource that offers fully produced voice
and imaging on a barter basis for radio. Imaging Chop Shop is the creation of leading industry voice
talent/imaging producer AJ (WIAD/Washington, DC, KDWB/Minneapolis, KDMX/Dallas,
KRBE/Houston) and legendary Los Angeles programmer and BitXchange prep creator Mike Marino
(KHHT-FM and KYSR-FM/Los Angeles.)
Imaging Chop Shop clients receive one page of fully produced imaging weekly voiced by a
team of radio's best voice and production talents who have been featured collectively in the NBA, NFL,
NHL, Discovery Channel, Subway, Comcast, Mazda, and more!
Visit www.imagingchopshop.com to hear voice and imaging samples. For more details, contact
Hannah Rosenthal at 216-831-3761 or hannahr@envisionradio.com.
Envision Networks® provides content and services to more than 1,500 radio stations and reaches
millions of listeners each week. Envision Radio Networks, Inc. is the largest independently owned
affiliate relations company in the country and supplies all types of programming and services to radio
including morning show content, short-form vignettes, virtual news-weather-sports broadcasts, live
syndicated morning shows, long-form weekend programming, 24/7 formats, comedy services, event

programming, off-air tools, web content, album releases and artist specials. Envision Networks® is
based in Cleveland, Ohio, with offices in New York City and Nashville.
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